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Best Foot Forward (BFF) is a series of interactive virtual webinars designed to build and 
augment the skill sets tomorrow’s attorneys will need to set themselves apart and achieve 
sustained success in the modern workplace.



Webinar description:
“These are the best of times, the worst of times”…these diametrically-opposed sentiments often
describe the typical feelings persons experience when searching for a new job. There can be waves
of excitement, apprehension, and uncertainty felt almost simultaneously on a day-to-day basis. The
now, year-long COVID-19 global pandemic has only served to exacerbate this widely-accepted
assertion. Now, perhaps more than ever before, prospective candidates must take “ownership” of
their respective paths to success and readily get comfortable with operating under an “action-oriented” 
mindset. The one-hour “The Hunt is On!” webinar, led by experienced legal professionals, is designed to 
provide attendees with useful strategies that can be employed by law students preparing to enter the 
workplace and learn to effectively job hunt during the pandemic.

Moderator:
Kathryn Holt Richardson (Founder, Principal – HR Legal Search)

Panelists:
• Karen Chen (Assistant General Counsel, Product – Intuit)
• Andrew D. Titus, Esq. (Principal – COGO Partners)
• Julie Wenah (Senior attorney in the technology and public sectors)

Session topics include:
• Broadening your skill set to set yourself apart from the crowd
• Planting seeds in the mind of prospective employers
• How to “work,” and then “rework,” your network

Planned one-hour Zoom event format:
• Moderated discussion led by industry professionals (40-min.)
• Interactive Q&A session between attendees and webinar panelists (20-min.)

Webinar Registration Link
 https://bit.ly/3riOyjR
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